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Dear colleagues:

We are pleased to share the enclosed report titled *Help Them Eat at Home: Why the Federal Summer Meals Program for Kids has Chronically Low Participation and What Can Be Done about It*. The Summer Food Service Program (SFSP) has been designed to fill a very important community need—food access for low-income children when school is out—but has historically struggled with low participation. This report explains the persistent summer meals gap and explains how it can be closed. It represents the findings of an evaluation undertaken by the San Diego Hunger Coalition with funding from The California Endowment, MAZON: A Jewish Response to Hunger and private donations.

The information presented in this report is intended to assist policymakers, anti-hunger advocates and administrators of the Summer Food Service Program to create a more nuanced understanding of the program’s challenges and the ways it can better meet the needs of low-income families. It does this by analyzing interviews with San Diego parents with children participating in summer meals programs, data from the California Department of Education and San Diego school districts, the findings of national research from Share Our Strength and evaluations of USDA demonstration projects. The main goal of our report is to explain why one project—the Summer EBT option—was so dramatically effective at increasing participation.

The Summer EBT option, tested by the USDA in two Native American nations and eight states across the country, allowed parents to meet the food needs of their children in a way that was convenient and effective. Instead of requiring parents to find their way to a site each day for a meal, it gave parents an EBT card with some of the funds that would have been spent on food that their children would have received at a summer meals site. This approach reduced food insecurity among children—and parents could (and did) purchase more produce. This demonstrates that for communities with barriers to the traditional summer meals program, the Summer EBT option is a vital strategy to effectively reduce hunger for children when school is out.

In response to a devastating drought, the USDA recently announced it will be expanding 600 summer meal sites in California’s Central Valley, which has many scattered farming communities. The Summer EBT option should be prioritized and rapidly rolled out in this high-need rural area that has many obstacles to children accessing meal sites. Lessons learned through a summer EBT initiative in the Central Valley could be quickly transferred to expanding the summer safety net to other places, like San Diego County, where transportation and other barriers limit food access for many families.

We strongly urge policymakers, administrators and anti-hunger advocates to begin expanding Summer EBT options. Ending child hunger is within our grasp. Summer EBT is an important piece of the solution.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Tracy
Executive Director
Executive Summary

Federal school nutrition programs have done much to stabilize the diets of low-income American children during the school day by providing free or low-cost breakfasts, lunches and snacks. These programs are a critical resource for many children. In the 1970s, Congress created the Summer Food Service Program (SFSP) to extend this food assistance to the times when school is not in session. Any child may go to sites throughout the community and receive free meals on summer weekdays without questions or paperwork. Despite sustained effort to increase participation over the last several decades, this program continues to reach only a fraction of the children reached by the school food programs it is intended to supplement.

Researchers have identified a host of barriers to participation, and federally funded pilot and demonstration projects have experimented with different ways of addressing them. The problems identified include: unfamiliarity with sites or even the existence of the program, limited numbers of sites (especially in rural areas), the inability to get to sites, a lack of activities for the children at the sites, limited hours for meal service, a lack of interest and so forth. Efforts to address these problems have included advertising, incentives for community groups to increase the number of sites or to stay open longer, transportation assistance, backpack programs with food for the weekend, etc. These efforts to increase participation in the SFSP can be categorized as promotional strategies to increase awareness of summer meals and modest program restructuring to knock down individual barriers.

This report argues that these efforts to increase participation have failed to make several key distinctions that have significant implications for the program’s ability to reach more children. Strong sites, like schools and camps, already have half- or full-day programming, and the SFSP funds their meals in a fashion quite similar to free school meals. Weak sites are centered on the summer meals program, sometimes with activities of limited duration to encourage participation. This is a distinction about how families relate to the sites: strong sites that take care of children for many hours during the workday particularly appeal to working parents. Weak sites largely require a stay-at-home parent to escort the children. Participants at weak sites can be divided into daily participants, who tend to have fewer resources, and occasional participants, who cannot consistently fit the program into their schedule (e.g., the cost of gas or bus fare undercuts the value of the meal unless the family was going the same direction for another reason). Most campaigns to improve sites tacitly focus on encouraging households to become daily participants at weak sites. While there is potential for new weak sites to have solid participation, most likely in high-density, walkable residential areas with many stay-at-home parents, weak sites are not a realistic strategy for closing the summer meal gap, as is implicitly advocated in most efforts to improve participation.

Weak sites have numerous structural problems. They expect parents to take their children to a site to watch them eat without eating themselves. The rule limiting sites to areas of concentrated poverty mean that there are no sites near many of the kids receiving free or reduced-price meals during the
Key Concepts

**Strong sites** have ongoing programming for much of the traditional work/school day, and the USDA funds meals in a fashion similar to how it handles school meals.

**Weak sites** first and foremost serve meals to kids. Strong sites allow parents to leave their kids and go to work. Weak sites do not have the infrastructure to take care of children in the same way. Weak sites have numerous structural problems.

**Daily participants** at weak sites often have limited resources. They often walked to weak sites. The mothers typically had three or more children, sometimes with neighbor kids in tow, and strongly identified with the role of being a full-time parent.

**Occasional participants** used weak sites one to three times a week when it could be fit into their schedule, often meaning that families went to sites when they already planned to be out, thus lowering the impact of time and gas cost constraints. Frequently, the family only had one younger child.

**Most efforts to promote the program tacitly encourage families to become daily participants at weak sites.**

School year. It’s impractical to bring kids to a site once for breakfast and then again for lunch. Transportation poses a number of barriers, such as the cost of gas making the program inefficient for small families and the nationwide decline of children walking alone. A significant number of strong sites that are in theory open to the wider community face substantial barriers to being welcoming to kids not already in their day programming.

Using as evidence the experience of San Diego, California as well as the findings of Share Our Strength and the USDA, we argue that specific barriers to participation at weak sites should not be seen as individual issues that can be fixed in isolation. The individual barriers should be seen as pointing to a deeper issue, namely that weak sites, while working to meet a real need that must be addressed, are based on a charity model of food distribution, which requires families to deviate substantially from norms of food preparation and eating in order to participate. The sociologist Janet Poppendieck has identified problems with charity food distribution, including inconvenience, insufficiency and impracticality.

Together, these discourage participation at weak sites. The strength of the regular school meal program is that it provides one or two meals to children every day while they’re already at school. It’s logical. It’s convenient. In contrast, weak sites of the SFSP program demand much more of families. They must:

- Have ready access to a nearby site (or if not, transportation).
- Have an adult available to escort the children to a site who is willing to watch someone else eat a meal without eating themselves.
- At a time of someone else’s choosing.
- Up to twice a day.
- Without anyone being too sick to leave the house or being contagious.
- Without the weather being unbearably hot or stormy.
- Without any concerns about food allergies or sensitivities.
- Without any concern whether the children like the food or are picky eaters (but assuming that the children want to go).
• For every summer weekday that school is not in session.
• For potentially twelve years.

This is asking too much of families, and seen in this light, the low participation numbers make sense. Promoting weak sites, however, is not the only way of reaching more children.

One federal demonstration program had substantially greater reach than other efforts. It simply put money on EBT (Electronic Benefit Transfer) cards for the summer and allowed households to purchase food for children to be eaten at home. This addressed virtually every barrier to participation in the program ever studied. Further, compared to the control group, those who received the summer EBT cards ate modestly more servings per day of fruits, vegetables and whole grains and drank fewer servings of sugar-sweetened beverages. The summer EBT is a far more promising long-term solution to expanding the reach of the summer meals program and improving food security among low-income families and should be supported to the greatest extent feasible.

In the meantime, however, local advocates for summer meals have opportunities to increase the number of children helped by the current program. They could form new alliances with other advocates for children’s welfare to help promote the creation of additional strong sites and to increase the capacity of existing ones. (The programming at these sites, in many cases, suffered cuts during the Great Recession, especially school summer session, and should be restored.) To cut through the white noise of modern information overload that makes it difficult to hear messages about the availability of weak sites, advocates could work to make their promotional efforts follow a word-of-mouth model from parent to parent. They could also more aggressively frame the program as an extension of school. The quality of sites and could be improved when and where resources are available.

**Recommendations**

**Congress should expand the Summer EBT for Children (SEBTC) nationwide as soon as practical.** For the last two years, the federal government has had a demonstration project that puts money on an electronic benefits transfer card for children who receive free or reduced-price meals during the school year to help pay for their lunches and breakfasts while school is out during the summer. The results show that this is a powerful tool for combating summer food insecurity. This should be continued and expanded: it has the potential to reach vast numbers of low-income children not currently served by the program.

**School districts, local nonprofits and summer meals advocates should expand the number of strong sites in each community.** School districts and nonprofits that have the capacity to create longer programming for kids can improve the food security of local children. Local and state advocates should help them by building wider alliances to expand and create half-day and day-long programming that includes free meals.
School districts should continue to reinvest in summer session. Summer session of school represents one of the best places for kids of limited means during the summer. School districts were forced to retrench on summer session during the Great Recession but are now seeing improved budget pictures, particularly in California with the Local Control Funding Formula. Rebuilding the summer enrichment portion of the school experience could benefit many students.

Summer meal sites and sponsors as well as advocates should, when talking to families, frame the program as a continuation of school and not as a separate program. The program’s congregate meals are outside of most families’ experiences—except at school. Promoters of the program could take advantage of the program’s connection to the school year to make the program feel like an extension of the familiar.

Summer meal sites and sponsors as well as advocates should encourage the spreading of information about the program through word-of-mouth. Parents at weak sites usually give site-specific explanations about how they found out about the program, like seeing a sign when they were visiting a site for another reason or someone from a site literally walking up to them and telling them about it. Impersonal campaigns to educate families about the program appear to be of limited effectiveness, at least as currently done. Parent-to-parent and teacher-to-parent contact could increase the ‘hand selling’ of the program without requiring an inordinate amount of additional resources.
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When asked why kids might not come [to the site], she [the grandmother] implied that it took patience because it took the kids an hour to eat. When prompted if it took them that long to eat at home, she said no because the amount of food they got at the church for lunch was as much as they had to eat for the entire day at home.

Field notes from 2012

Introduction

Hunger makes a mockery of the ideals upon which this nation was founded. Talk of freedom and liberty mean little to people unable to feed themselves. This is particularly a travesty when hunger stalks children, whose vulnerability belies any rationalization. It is ironic, then, that hunger among children is often more severe than for the population at large. Reworking Feeding America’s 2011 (most recent) data of the approximately 459,000 food insecure persons in San Diego County shows that the food insecurity rate for adults in the region is 12.7 percent but 22.5 percent for children.¹

The federal government, in the pragmatic bipartisan atmosphere following the Second World War, set in place a system of programs to combat child hunger and malnutrition. The backbone—and in many ways the most successful—program is the National School Lunch program (NSLP), which was signed into law in 1946. Since then additional programs have worked to eliminate child hunger throughout the day (the National School Breakfast program for mornings, an afternoon snack component to the National School Lunch program) and throughout the times when school is not in session with the Summer Food Service Program (SFSP).

Of all of these programs, the Summer Food Service Program deserves special attention because of two unusual qualities. The first is its structure. All of these programs are congregate meal programs, meaning the children eat together at a site away from home. For many of the children who participate in the summer meals program, this makes sense because they are already on the premises of the site, often a school during its summer session. These children and their parents have likely never heard of the SFSP. All they know is that the meals accompany the programming, just as they would be during the school year. The summer meals program, however, is not just a funding mechanism for places like summer school and camps. It also serves other sites in the community such as parks or libraries. Any child (eighteen or under) can show up at a site and receive a free meal—no questions asked, no proof of income required. They must, however, eat the meal on-site. Having kids come to a site specifically to eat is unusual: it is a congregate meal program when the kids don’t have a reason to congregate. This is in sharp contrast to most other government food assistance programs for the general populace in which people are given either food or money for it and allowed to cook for themselves in the privacy of their own homes.

If the particular structure is the first unusual quality of the program, the second is that the program has poor participation. While there are regional pockets of low participation in other programs, like low-income Californians’ use of CalFresh (SNAP/food stamps), government food assistance programs are generally successful insofar as they are funded. The summer meals program is different. It doesn’t reach most of the children it is intended to help. The audience is children eligible for free and reduced price
meals (FRPM) during the school year—when those kids are home for the summer (or on other breaks from school). According to calculations from the annual *School’s Out... Who Ate?*, produced by California Food Policy Advocates (CFPA), in 2012, 83 percent of California’s 2.5 million FRPM school children were not served by the program, which is slightly better than the 85.7 percent of kids nationwide reported by the Food Research Action Council (FRAC). This is significant and potentially understates the scope of the problem. Nationwide, participation in the summer meals program has been growing since its 1982 trough. If the rate is measured in terms of peak July participation, this is a growth rate of approximately 1.8 percent through 2012. From 1980 to 2010, the population of children under eighteen in the United States grew at a rate of 0.54 percent. If those rates continue into the future, the summer meals program will feed the FRPM student population by the year 2197 (with half of the growth after 2150).

The program began as a three-year pilot program in 1968. In 1975 it was split into separate childcare and summer meals legislation. Since then, the summer meals program has led a seesaw existence, as energy devoted to the program alternates between efforts to make the rules stricter out of a fear that the program is being abused and attempts to increase the low enrollments. Although it has been modified since, the last major piece of the program fell into place in the Child Nutrition and WIC Reauthorization Act of 2004 when the Seamless Summer Feeding Option became a permanent part of the law. Its current cost is a little less than $400 million annually, which is roughly two percent a year of total federal reimbursements for school meals.

![Figure 1 Summer Meals Participation, 1969–2013 (FNS data)](image)

* It’s been observed, both in national discussions of the program and locally in San Diego, that participation is lower at the end of summer. This is difficult to document precisely as kids go back to school on different days. July figures are used because that’s the one month that almost all kids can be expected to be out of school.

† For the calculations of this paragraph, 1982 is used as the base year because peak attendance was plummeting in 1980 and 1981, which give calculations a misleading low growth rate for the program as the conditions of the first two years of that decade no longer apply.
The basic structure of the program is that USDA sets the rules and provides money, but the administration is largely left to the states, which interact with sponsors, who do the paperwork and oversee sites where the food is actually eaten. Sponsors can be government agencies, schools, religious organizations or nonprofits and can have multiple sites, including ones that they themselves run. The sponsor in San Diego County with the most sites is the San Diego Unified School District. San Diego Unified also acts as a vendor—that is, it provides foods to sites that don’t cook it themselves.

Families can only get free summer meals if they know where there are sites they can visit. Advertising sites is not only done by individual sites and sponsors. Coalitions aiming to raise awareness of the availability of free meals can emerge outside the formal program. The approach of the San Diego County Summer Meals Task Force is typical. Schools and nonprofits aligned with the task force have used robo-calls and fliers sent home from school, radio ads, mention in elected officials’ newsletters, op-eds, a 2–1–1 website, a workshop encouraging organizations to become sites and sponsors, among other tools to generate awareness and enthusiasm for the program.

Efforts to increase participation in the program have largely taken the path of increasing the number of weak sites and awareness of them. The argument here is that this approach, while it has its uses, cannot reach a substantial number of kids. To explain why requires explaining the limitation of the current model. This is not to diminish the accomplishments of the program as it exists—it is feeding kids—nor is such criticism pessimistic. We have a way forward: the USDA has recently conducted a highly successful demonstration project along the lines of the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP). Measured expansion of this demonstration can rapidly close the summer meal gap while allowing its fine-tuning.

Research on the Views of Parents

The low participation in the summer meals program has been a source of consternation for decades to people concerned about the health and well-being of children. To improve participation, the federal government and nonprofits have conducted research to identify problems and experiment with possible solutions. This research is underfunded. Studies unfortunately are often done too cheaply, leading to less robust conclusions than the gravity of the topic warrants. Nonetheless, a number of insights can be gleaned from the work done to date.

What’s generally considered the holy grail of research on the summer meals program is the perspectives of parents who do not use the program. The organization that has most aggressively committed themselves to this quest is the national anti-hunger organization Share Our Strength (SOS). It has engaged parents for the last several years to identify what they perceive to be the barriers to their kids getting meals through the program.

In 2012, SOS conducted a series of focus groups in Colorado, Arkansas and Maryland. They summarized their findings by saying that there was little knowledge about the program among parents, but when told about it, they were interested, though the ones most in need weren’t necessarily the most interested. More specifically, SOS reached the following conclusions about barriers to participation and ways to overcome them:
‘Work schedules, distance to program sites, and lack of transportation are major barriers to participation. Parents suggest programs open early, close late (at the end of the work day), and provide free transportation. A few also suggest operating mobile meals programs.

‘Many say they would only travel 5, maybe 10, miles to program sites (but most say < 5). Some would travel farther—up to 20 miles—for programs that offer activities as well.

‘Parents need to know that programs are safe—they are run by credentialed staff who sufficiently supervise the comings and goings of the kids that use them and are located in trusted community spaces, like churches or schools.

‘Parents want age-appropriate activities for kids and worry about sites which allow older and younger children to participate in activities together.

‘Parents are particularly interested in seeing governmental partners for summer meals programs such as school districts or state departments of education.’ Parents are also open to nonprofits with high brand visibility to be possible trusted partners—organizations like the YMCA and United Way.

‘Parents recognize that distinct strategies must be developed to make the program appealing to teenagers.6

In 2013, SOS followed up their focus group research with a survey that is quite significant in that it represents what is likely the most thorough investigation to date of parents who might be interested in the program (defined as living at or below 185 percent of the federal poverty level). As such, it has no parallel.

Its findings, however, should be treated with caution. The methodology for selecting parents to speak to was not up to the academic gold standard of a simple random sample. The researchers approximated this as best they could. What they did was twofold. First, they purchased a list of 300 randomized phone numbers and contacted them. Second, they bought access to a panel of people willing to fill out surveys and tried to balance respondents by region, race and income until they hit exactly 900 responses. This may have created a sample that closely resembles the underlying population, but unlike with a simple random sample, we have no way of knowing for sure, meaning that we cannot estimate the accuracy of the results. They should be understood as suggestive. If we want more robust research, it will take a stronger commitment from foundations or the federal government.

Furthermore, a more subtle concern with the asking of survey questions applies strongly to summer meals research. Public opinion surveys are often interpreted naively.7 That is, researchers assume that responses are all of equal weight, as is done with electoral voting. Asking people about why they don’t do something or under what conditions they might do something, however, leads to difficulties interpreting results because people without relevant experience are essentially guessing about their behavioral—but surveys rarely attempt to take this into account. Because it is trying to get at why people don’t use a specific
program, this is quite possibly issue with the Share Our Strength survey, though we do not have a clear way of telling.'

Nonetheless, we can still find much useful in the Share Our Strength survey. One part of the survey asked people about ten possible barriers to participation. The most obvious barrier to participation is that families are unaware of the existence of the program—with only 40 percent aware of locations for summer meal sites. Of the people who completed the survey, only 28 percent of those who knew of the locations of summer meals participated. This is discouraging, but it has a silver lining: if the survey is in fact representative of low-income parents, it suggests that if all low-income families knew about the program, participation could potentially be doubled.

Lack of awareness is the most obvious barrier to future participation in the program, but the SOS report explores nine more barriers, eight of which were indicated by at least a quarter of the participants. Far and away the biggest additional concern parents expressed was concern about the unfamiliarity of the organization running a site, a repeat of something that SOS saw the previous year in their focus groups. Sixty-nine percent of their respondents agreed with the statement, ‘I won’t send my children to a site if I am unfamiliar with the organization and/or its staff.’ This is not surprising considering the emphasis on risk-avoidance in raising children that has become pervasive since the 1980s.

The other concerns can be organized into three areas. The first deals with logistics (with the percentage of parents saying this was an issue in parentheses afterward):

- ‘I do not have transportation for my children’ (34 percent).
- ‘Going to a free summer meals site is too difficult to arrange’ (28 percent).
- ‘Free summer meals are not offered at a convenient place’ (45 percent).
- ‘Free summer meals are not offered at a convenient time’ (31 percent).
- ‘Free summer meals do not let us eat as a family’ (26 percent).

This first cluster deals with the immediate challenges of a congregate meal program, particularly transportation. Most attempts to improve participation deal with these issues, so these questions are quite important. Seven percent of respondents responded to all four of the first four (transportation, difficult to arrange, inconvenient times, inconvenient places) and 58 percent indicated at least one of these. While again this is not necessarily representative, this reinforces the intuitions of those who see logistical issues as a key barrier to increasing participation in the program.

---

* It is worth noting here that the federal nature of the summer meals program is rarely stressed to families by sites. Its significance often has to be inferred from the presence of USDA logos. This further complicates interpreting responses from parents because their sense of the program is so different from that of researchers.

† For six of the ten questions in the survey about possible barriers to participation, the percentage of respondents who said they didn’t know or who didn’t answer was in double digits. This is high. Per Pierre Bourdieu’s observation that a lack of response is in fact saying something meaningful, this high non-response rate suggests that the people answering the questions had not thought about the issue previously.
The second area of concern about the program was disinterest in it:

- ‘My children do not need free summer meals’ (39 percent).
- ‘My children are not interested’ (34 percent).
- ‘I am not interested’ (28 percent).

A total of 43 percent of respondents identified at least one of these as a barrier to participation for them.

* This points to two interrelated issues: (a) not seeing hunger as a personal problem and (b) a lack of interest in the program.

Anti-hunger advocates measure hunger in terms of ‘food insecurity’, which is assessed with a battery of retrospective questions. Rates of food insecurity, then, are essentially a bureaucratic inference. This is not the same thing as someone saying to themselves, ‘We have a problem. My family doesn’t have enough food.’ According to the survey’s inferences about food security, 25 percent of those food insecure and 22 percent very insecure said that their children did not need the summer meals program (as opposed to 46 percent deemed food secure). The gaps between self-perception and official measures of free and reduced-price meals and food insecurity raise an enormous number of questions well beyond the scope of this study, such as the extent to which people think not in terms of hunger but price elasticity (that is, they don’t perceive hunger as a problem but perhaps fatalistically adjust the quality of the food they purchase to the amount of money they have).

One possible response to the survey question about possible barriers stands alone:

- ‘I have participated in the past and have been unsatisfied’ (12 percent).

In seeming reinforcement of this statistic, the report notes that 93 percent of parents would recommend the site they used the previous summer to others. Together, these two statistics appear quite positive, but it’s not quite that simple. The 12 percent unsatisfied rate might seem low—except that the 110 parents who agreed with this statement is almost as large a group as the 153 who said that their kids used the program the previous year.† What to make of this is absolutely key to our understanding of the summer meals program.

The most logical way to interpret the people agreeing with the statement ‘I have participated in the program and have been unsatisfied’ is that it represents a ‘burn-through rate’: it could represent the percentage of the lower-income families that have tried the program and didn’t like it. It seems reasonable to conclude that most of such families won’t be back again.

We can try to calculate what this burn-through rate looks like. If we assume that the 11 who used the program the previous year and wouldn’t recommend it were included in the 110 unsatisfied parents, then we could estimate that a minimum total of 252 parents—out of the 900 surveyed—had ever used the program. That is, we could add together the number of people who said that they were satisfied last year

---

* Of the respondents, 19 percent said that both they and their children were not interested, meaning that 9 percent indicated that they themselves were not interested (but did not say that their children were also uninterested) and 15 percent said that their children were not interested (without attributing a disinterest to themselves as well).

† The flow of the questions suggests that those who were unsatisfied stopped using the program, but that might not necessarily be the case.
and the number of people saying that they were unsatisfied in the past. Admittedly, that doesn’t give us a total of how many people ever used the program. There could be families that used the program before the previous year and stopped for reasons other than a lack of satisfaction. (Their local site might have closed down, for instance, or they might have moved to someplace that doesn’t have any convenient sites—or they might have even just forgotten about using the program.) We can estimate their numbers, however, by taking advantage of the question about whether they were aware of local sites. That question allows us to bracket a range of past attendees by first running calculations assuming that all the families that were aware of the program used it in the past at one extreme and on the other, that all the families that stopped using the program did so because they were unsatisfied. This suggests a cumulative ‘burn-through’ rate for everyone who has ever tried the program to be between 30.8 percent and 43.6 percent (though this could exaggerate because families tend to cycle out of poverty). With again the caveat that this sample might not be representative, if this is remotely accurate, it suggests some very real limits to the program as conceived.

But the survey response of ‘I have used the program in the past and have been unsatisfied’ is more ambiguous than it might initially appear. A certain percentage of respondents could have been tripped up by navigating what amounted to a triple negative: they had to answer ‘yes’ to a question about ‘preventing’ something because of ‘unsatisfaction’. Furthermore, there is also a chance that some respondents might have treated the question as a hypothetical. And finally, as one of the people who worked on the survey pointed out to us, the question about whether a respondent was aware of summer meal sites was the first about the program. The question for which being unsatisfied with the program was a possible answer was seven questions later, giving people more time to recall memories about how they fed their kids over past summers. This raises the possibility that the total number of people who have used the program in the past could be higher than the responses suggest. Regardless, the issue of burn-through deserves much more attention.

In addition to this closed question which asked people to identify barriers to participation, the SOS survey also asked people who said that they were not interested in the program an open-ended question about why not. SOS categorized the responses as such:

- ‘Not interested/necessary’ (23 percent).
- ‘Prefer child to eat at home’ (14 percent).
- ‘Anti-government sentiment’ (12 percent).
- ‘Good for others but not for us’ (10 percent).
- ‘Location/transportation concerns’ (10 percent).
- ‘Busy/away’ (10 percent).
- ‘Child too young/old’ (5 percent).
- ‘Food concerns (e.g., picky eater, allergies, etc.)’ (7 percent).

The first thing to note is that people who say that they are not interested in the program report few concerns about transportation and site location. This suggests that those concerns are in fact barriers to people who say that they are interested in the program (because the overall sample reported much higher levels of concern than those saying they were uninterested in the program). The other responses take
different angles, but largely amount to one point about families uninterested in the program: they don’t feel it fits into their lives, though not necessarily because of a lack of need.

In short, the SOS survey provides highly suggestive evidence that the logistical issues are a significant set of barriers to increasing participation by the intended audience of children but also that disinterest is a sizeable and poorly understood reason why the participation rate is low, as is the possibility that a number of people have used the program and found it wanting.

Attempts to improve participation in the program
Attempts to combat summer hunger through the federal summer meals program largely fall into two categories, the *promotional strategy* and modest *program restructuring*. The promotional strategy attempts to maximize participation within the existing parameters of the program. It is predicated on the assumption that if people were aware of sites and if there were sites close enough nearby, people would partake of the program. It is the main approach taken by nonprofits and state and local governments. Program restructuring changes the rules of the program, which is the purview of the federal government.

One of the most aggressive supporters of the promotional strategy is the same organization most committed to doing summer meals research, Share Our Strength. In 2012, SOS put substantial money into four states: Arkansas, Colorado, Maryland and North Carolina. The money largely went to small grants to sites and sponsors and recruitment efforts.

The findings on Colorado are the least extensive, to the point where it’s not completely clear what was done to upgrade the program beyond grants from SOS. FRAC data indicates a participation rate in 2009 of 6.9 percent, suggesting plenty of room for improvement. In fact, the research found that the program served substantially more meals in 2012 compared to 2009—with slightly less than a third of the growth attributable to the worsening economy (according to calculations from FRAC data)—but that the rate of growth had slowed for three successive years and was hitting a plateau, though the final year still had a credible growth rate of 11.5 percent. The report made the following conclusions:

- ‘Onsite supplemental programming is a major driver in Summer Food Program participation.’
- ‘Successful outreach strategies for the future are local and tailored.’
- ‘Less low hanging fruit in expanding the impact of the program.’
- ‘The Colorado Summer Food Program, as a whole, is experiencing growing pains.’

The report’s recommendations are fairly typical of promotional strategy approaches, calling for increased collaboration, more sites, etc. The one interesting point is that it suggests limiting broad marketing efforts and instead focusing on specific, community-tailored ones.

The Arkansas efforts are much more detailed in both the efforts to increase participation and to evaluate those efforts. The Arkansas report leaves the reader with a sense of urgency, of quickly investing as much money as possible toward increasing sites—and that the results were respectable if one accepts that the initial goals were perhaps a little too optimistic. The campaign helped recruit 91 sites (goal: 150), the impact of which was lessened by at least 44 sites from the previous year no longer being open. Statewide, meals
increased 547,745 (including snacks), with SOS-recruited sites accounting for 370,624. Unfortunately, the report doesn’t take on the ambitious task of attempting to calculate how many meals it would take to completely cover the summer meal gap, but FRAC calculated that participation in the program rose from 13.6 percent in 2011 to 15.7 percent during the 2012 expansion. The Arkansas report’s recommendations are modest, focusing on commonsensical ways to increase sites and participation, like prioritizing sites likely to feed the most number of kids.

North Carolina’s campaign also reported success. It took several approaches. Like Arkansas, SOS distributed mini-grants to new sites. They also received a federal waiver to allow schools to get the higher SFSP reimbursement of the Seamless Summer Food Option (SSFO) rate without having to go through all the SFSP paperwork.* According to the report, this was deemed successful enough that most of the conditions of the waiver became national rules for 2013. Unfortunately, the report does not give enough details to specify how much of the 158 percent increase in meals served was directly attributed to the waiver (a reasonable question to ask as only 11 out of the approximately 220 school districts in the state participated.) The report, however, noted that overall the ‘the effort was intense’ to get new schools onboard.

Maryland’s efforts were the least ambitious and the least successful:

There is some evidence that the Baltimore city-focused outreach did play a positive role in promoting the utilization of free summer meals, but it is far from definitive. For example, while the number of free summer meals served in Maryland went down 3% statewide, it only went down 0.2% among the seven summer meal sponsors primarily based in Baltimore city.

The report also notes that the number of kids eligible for free and reduced price meals increased by 4 percent from 2010 even as the number of meals served was going down. The report also notes that there were 10 days in 2011 and 13 in 2012 in which sites might have been closed due to high temperatures (‘code red’). They also reported that a number of sites were unaware that they had to provide meals to kids not participating in their program or stated that they did not have the capacity to feed them.

The one innovation of the Maryland effort was door-to-door canvassing. The results were disappointing. Eighty percent of the identified doors to knock on—and the method for identifying them was switched because the initial software was so inaccurate—had no answer. The report suggests that canvassing might reach more families if it were not done during the weekday but ‘on weekends or evenings (if it is safe to do so).’ This prompts the questions: if no one is home during the day, then what are the odds that someone’s available to take children to a summer meal site? If no one is willing to answer the door, then what are the odds that the people inside feel safe enough to visit a (potentially unfamiliar) site for free food? In our San Diego research, people from several sites reported finding out about the program from a site director approaching them in the neighborhood and telling them about it, so this approach may have

* The Seamless Summer Food Option is basically a streamlined billing process that schools can use during the summer, with less paperwork and generally higher reimbursements, especially for commodities. Since families do not directly experience the difference, this report does not focus on it.
more potential than the Maryland experience suggests, which could itself be interpreted positively if seen as the first effort at the beginning of a trial-and-error process.

The experiences of these states all suggest that existing summer meals programs may be expanded through promotional strategies if vigorous effort is exerted and if new sites and sponsors receive at least a modicum of financial assistance. The work of SOS, however, raises doubts about the sustainability of the expansion of state-level summer meals programs and on the ability of the program in its current form to meet all unmet summer food needs. The federal government, on the other hand, is in a position to modify with the rules to create a more optimal structure for the summer meals program.

The USDA has had several waves of responses to summer meals. The initial programming in the 1970s saw rapid growth. If the statistics of the time are accurate, then the program still reaches fewer children now than it did in 1976, its second year as a permanent program. After the initial spike in meals served, however, participation experienced a sharp decline. During that decline, the GAO reported on extensive waste, fraud and mismanagement (making it a question of how much of the 1976 zenith was a layer of ‘phantom meals’ as they were called). In response, the 1980s was a period of concern about eliminating fraud in the program, which led to the federal government discontinuing eligibility for many categories of private sponsors. The USDA began allowing these nonprofit sponsors to return in 1990.

Since then, the federal government has periodically allocated moneys for experiments to increase participation. One such study was the Pennsylvania Rural Area Eligibility Program during the summers of 2005 and 2006. It tweaked eligibility requirements. Specifically, it targeted the regulation that unless it was at a setting like a camp, a site must be in an area where at least 50 percent of the children came from families with incomes at or below 185 percent of the federal poverty line. This pilot program reduced the 50 percent requirement down to 40 percent. This led to a modest (15 percent) increase in the number of rural sites. How this actually affected participation by children, however, is not clear because the otherwise rigorous methodology apparently did not measure meals served, but only changes in the number of sponsors and sites. The USDA report on the study makes numerous interesting secondary observations about this program, such as that in rural areas, children largely come from within a mile of sites and ‘[t]ypically… walk, ride bikes, or receive rides’. The report also notes that there’s significant churning of rural sponsors and raises some additional concerns like ‘low reimbursements… and too many reporting requirements…’ (The USDA has been working to streamline the program for sites and sponsors.)

Since the Pennsylvania study, Congress has authorized a series of demonstration projects—an $85 million allocation in the 2010 Agriculture Appropriations Act—that together are known as the Summer Meals for Children Program. The first part was dubbed the Enhanced Summer Food Service Program (eSFSP) and

* Participation is usually measured as average daily attendance (ADA) for the month of July, which is then compared to the ADA for March or for the entire previous year. While the ADA counts may seem clear cut, they hide some ambiguity: do they represent one kid participating every day in the month of July, two different kids each attending for half the month, or four kids each attending for the equivalent of a week? This is not an idle question because it means we don’t know whether a large number of kids use the program when they’re able to or whether a smaller number are consistently receiving assistance. The more the former is true, the less effective strategies based on increasing awareness of site locations is likely to be.
contained four initiatives. The results of the first phase eSFSP projects were published in 2011; the second phase results became available in the fall of 2012.

The report released in 2011 focused on a pair of demonstrations completed the previous year, the first of which was in Arkansas. The Arkansas experiment took a two-pronged approach. First, it added a $0.50 per meal bonus to sites that served meals at least 40 days over the summer. Second, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) funds were used to subsidize transportation to sites at the rate of each sponsor getting $30 a day per each day that each of their sites was opened. These two incentives together led to considerable increases: meals ‘increased 40.6 percent... compared to 4.9 percent in similar States (other high-need, low-participation States) over the same time period’, average daily attendance ‘in July increased by 35.3 percent from 2009 to 2010, compared to just 9.6 percent in similar States...’, the ‘number of sponsors almost tripled...’ (though, interestingly, sites only increased 48.5 percent) and participating sites were open a median of 45 days over the summer. This report, however, is frustrating in two senses. The first: the research’s two-pronged approach prevents pinpointing the individual impacts of the increased reimbursement versus the subsidized transportation (a point the report recognizes). The second frustration: while this improvement represented a 22 percent increase in children served, this was only an increase from 8.9 percent of the kids eligible being served to 10.9 percent. That is, almost 90 percent of the kids remained unreach by the program.

At the same time the Arkansas study was being conducted, another was being done next door in Mississippi. It gave up to $5,000 per sponsor per site for enrichment or recreational activities for the summer. It demonstrated little to no increase in participation. This finding contradicts a widely held belief about the program, namely that one of the best ways to increase participation is to add programming. The report only lists the types of programming that could be offered, which makes it hard to draw conclusions, but this result is consistent with our findings.

The second phase of the research used a backpack program and a rural meal delivery program. Only the first year’s results have been published to date. The second year’s data promises to be more comprehensive, most importantly by having reliable cost analysis. But what we know so far is promising. The rural delivery program took meals to children hard to reach by congregate meals sites. As a result, the program was measured not by increased participation per se but against possible declines in attendance at the closest congregate meal sites. Researchers found no such overall pattern of draining participation, providing reassurance about a key potential conceptual flaw in delivery programs, meaning that the deciding factor in whether to pursue them will likely be cost.

* The report does not appear to indicate what the median length of time the sites were open before the incentives were put in place. In San Diego in 2013, the approximately 207 sites in the county planned on being open a median of 44 days. Almost fifteen percent of the sites, however, reported their intention of being open less than a month, suggesting that a map of San Diego County site locations that does not take into account the number of days sites are open could overlook holes in coverage. Our initial attempts to study this suggests that it would be very time-intensive to study holes in coverage because it requires knowing why sites open and close when they do. The Vista sites, for instance, disappear in mid-August, but their closure for the year is timed around the relatively early start date for the local schools.
The results of the meal backpack program research were encouraging overall and worth quoting at length:

The results suggest that the backpacks, accompanied by promotional efforts to inform families about them, were highly successful in attracting new children to the SFSP. In each State, there were substantial increases in total meals served and ADA [average daily attendance] at the demonstration sites compared with much smaller changes, if any, at the comparison sites. For example, the July ADA increases at the demonstration sites were 148 percent in Arizona, 68 percent in Kansas, and 34 percent in Ohio, versus 9 percent, -3 percent, and -9 percent in the comparison sites respectively…The demonstration operated in a limited number of areas in each State and was not expected to have statewide effects.19

This again sounds promising, but the three states with backpack program sites had participation rates ranging from 4.2 percent to 8.0 percent in 2011, meaning that they would have to double or triple to even reach double digits.

The federal government conducted one further phase of research to increase participation, namely the summer EBT program. It was so profoundly innovative and its results so promising that it no longer resembled the traditional summer meals program at all. It will be discussed later.

**What’s missing from the literature:**

**Strong versus weak sites, daily versus occasional participants**

Much could be said about the summer meal literature and demonstration and pilot projects. A key point, however, is that they leave implied two key distinctions: one between different kinds of sites and another between the types of families served.

Sites can roughly be divided into two kinds. The first could be called strong sites. These sites have ongoing programming for much of the traditional work/school day and the USDA funds meals in a fashion similar to how it handles school meals. Strong sites include school summer sessions, of course, but also Boys and Girls Clubs, summer camps, some military housing sites and some recreation centers. What makes sites strong is not their current average daily attendance numbers but their potential for growth. At such a site, each child that is fed is fed consistently in a way that does not place burdens on parents that make it difficult to go to a site each day. With occasional exceptions, every child who participates in the full or half-day programming at the site should have their nutritional needs met.
Weak sites, however, are sites that first and foremost serve meals to kids. These tend to be park and recreation locations, halls of worship and libraries, though these sites can act as strong sites, such when a church hosts a bible camp. Weak sites do not have pre-existing half or full-day programming that allow parents to leave their children for an extended period of time, but sometimes strive to create programming, often of shorter duration, to encourage kids to come. Programming is often seen as a way to raise the appeal of the sites for families or to help them by providing other services. The weakness of these sites, as will be seen, is that they put substantial demands on families that make it challenging for them to use the sites consistently, if at all. This profoundly limits the growth potential of such sites.

The dividing line between strong and weak sites is not the existence of programming per se but what

**Strong sites** have ongoing programming for much of the traditional work/school day, and the USDA funds meals in a fashion similar to how it handles school meals.

**Weak sites** first and foremost serve meals to kids. Strong sites allow parents to leave their kids and go to work. Weak sites do not have the infrastructure to take care of children in the same way.

that programming means for the kinds of families they can serve. Parents can entrust their children to strong sites for sustained lengths of time. Weak sites do not have the infrastructure to take care of children in the same way. To put it practically, strong sites allow parents to leave their kids and go to work.

The distinction between types of sites, however, is not always clear-cut. For instance, one site in City Heights had all the characteristics of a weak site, except that a nonprofit summer childcare program from across the street brought its twenty kids over every day for lunch. Likewise, adding programming to a weak site can blur the lines as the site starts to take on characteristics of a strong site, like when a library allows an unattended child to participate in a program for an hour or two. But for the most part, the distinction holds.

The distinction between strong and weak sites allows us to do something important: match family types with different formats of summer programming. Strong sites appeal to parents in households in which there is no one to supervise the children during the workday. Weak sites are implicitly understood to require a full-time parent to escort the children.* Strong sites may be used by any household, though

* See the below table of national data for the work status of parents. The data is only a rough sketch because it includes parents of all incomes. Further, the Census Bureau considers one parent, usually the mother, to be the ‘designated parent’, which can lead to a distorted picture if there are two parents in a household who both contribute substantially to childcare. With these caveats in mind, it is worth noting that the Bureau concluded that in 2009 the designated parent:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All children</th>
<th>Under 6 years</th>
<th>6 to 11 years</th>
<th>12 to 17 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
some full-time parents may want to have their kids at home, either as a personal preference or because the programming at the only nearby strong sites are too expensive with multiple children. Such parents may very much appreciate weak sites. Likewise, teenagers, who are more mobile than small children, could in theory use weak sites, but in our San Diego experience, unaccompanied teenagers were a rarity.

To understand the limitations of weak sites, however, it is useful to describe the kinds of parents who utilize them. (We had very limited contact with parents at strong sites, as they were not there during the day. For their children, the serving of the meals was similar to those at school.) Although the adults that accompanied children to sites varied—a grandmother with three grandkids, a man whose wife was active-duty Navy, a babysitter and her charges—parents at weak sites roughly fell into two ideal types.

The first could be described as *daily participants* of the program. These families were, in San Diego, primarily Latino, and many appeared to be visibly struggling (e.g., the clothes they wore, the air of fatigue that surrounded them, the way they described the occupation or lack thereof of the husband). At some sites, a good number of these families walked. The mothers typically had three or more children, sometimes with neighbor kids in tow, and strongly identified with the role of being a full-time parent. These larger families were just about the only ones that had older children. (Teenagers were almost completely absent from any site we visited.) It was hard to get a clear sense of what these families did for lunch when not at the summer meal site, as many of them seemed to ‘make do’ with whatever was in the house. These families were more likely to bend their schedules to the constraints of the program.

The second kind of family that used weak sites visited them one to three times per week (with perhaps more decline over the summer than daily participants). These could be called *occasional participants*. The program was used when it could be fit into their schedule, often meaning that families went to sites when they already planned to be out and about, thus lowering the impact of time and gas cost constraints. Frequently, there was only one younger child in the family. In our San Diego experience, the families themselves were much more racially and ethnically diverse than the daily participants. Some of these

| ...Worked full-time last month | 31,648 | 42.8% | 9,336 | 36.8% | 10,306 | 42.4% | 12,005 | 49.5% |
| ...Worked part-time last month | 14,140 | 19.1% | 4,779 | 18.8% | 4,756 | 19.6% | 4,605 | 19.0% |
| ...Did not work last month     | 28,124 | 38.1% | 11,262 | 44.4% | 9,222 | 38.0% | 7,639 | 31.5% |


* San Diego County’s demographics are quite different from the United States as a whole, as seen in the below table of 2010 census data. The data isn’t completely comparable, as Hispanic is exhaustive for the San Diego data but not the national data. Nonetheless, data is suggestive:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total percentage</th>
<th>Non-Hispanic white</th>
<th>Hispanic</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Asian and Pacific Islander</th>
<th>Native American</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>County</td>
<td>48.5%</td>
<td>32.0%</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National percentage</td>
<td>63.7%</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>12.6%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mothers (and again they were almost entirely mothers) expressed the same kind of identification with their full-time parenting role as daily participants but not all did. These mothers expressed pride in their cooking for their families but saw the summer meals program not only as a way to save money but as a break from having to relentlessly prepare meal after meal day after day. They tended to be more prevalent at sites that had to be driven to. These mothers were more likely to express views consistent with the middle-class ‘hyper-vigilant model of parenting’ of recent decades (i.e., maximally stimulate children through activities and minimally expose them to risk). In short, while we did not ask about family income, occasional participants, on average, were a gradation or two higher in the socioeconomic scale than daily participants, or at least had some resources left from better times (a family car, for instance). This is not to say that these families were not struggling: it was clear that these families saw the summer meals program as one of many strategies necessary to try to help them keep their heads above water.

The San Diego experience

Daily participants often walked to weak sites. The mothers typically had three or more children, sometimes with neighbor kids in tow, and strongly identified with the role of being a full-time parent. These larger families were just about the only ones that had older children with them. Occasional participants used weak sites one to three times a week when it could be fit into their schedule, often meaning that families went to sites when they already planned to be out and about, thus lowering the impact of time and gas cost constraints. Frequently, there was only one younger child in the family. They tended to be more prevalent at sites that had to be driven to.

To explore the potential of the summer meals program, we studied its implementation across San Diego County, an area of approximately 4,200 square miles and 3.2 million people. Despite its unusually mild weather and disproportionately Latino population, San Diego is in many ways typical of American regions, particularly in the Sunbelt. Studying San Diego, however, does not produce an exactly representative sample of the American population. Rather, the credibility of our findings, which are by no means the final word, comes from with how our results relate to past research on the program: our approach explains disparate past conclusions in a straightforward fashion, provides a better vocabulary for discussing what others have also witnessed and offers a new frame for understanding why the program has grown so slowly despite the effort put into it. Our confidence in our findings is increased by their consistency with the success of the summer EBT demonstration (to be discussed later).

Our approach used both qualitative and quantitative methods. After engaging in exploratory research in 2012, during the summer of 2013, we interviewed as widely as we could, ultimately listening to over fifty
parents at urban and suburban sites while the children ate. Because of privacy restrictions on student data, we had no way of developing a simple random sample. (No national research on summer meals has met this standard.) Rather we visited a variety of sites to sample the spectrum of possibilities. The rule of thumb in academic research is to continue interviews until they become repetitive. For us, patterns emerged fairly quickly, and late interviews did not substantially differ from early ones. While we did have set questions (e.g., questions about family structure, distance of the site from home, transportation), the aim of our interviews was to have free-flowing conversations that captured the story of each family and its relationship to the site. We attempted a number of ways to quantitatively capture or disconfirm what we were seeing. Quantitative data quality, however, was a recurrent problem, and we did not include some analyses because we felt that the data was not sufficiently reliable to justify conclusions.

Our original goal was to understand the views of families that did not participate in the program. We discovered, however, two things. First, talking to random low-income families that did not participate in the program tended to lead to indistinct answers as we were largely asking about hypotheticals. Second, the families that used the sites were in fact a very important subset of the people who did not use the program, as many of them went to sites sporadically, something that the literature did not prepare us for.

State data shows that in October 2012 there were 494,143 K–12 students in schools in San Diego County. Almost exactly half were FRPM kids: 246,452 or 49.9 percent. In the broadest sense, then, the goal of the summer meals program is to feed roughly a quarter of a million kids in San Diego County each weekday throughout the summer for both breakfast and lunch. The reality falls well short of that. The next section of the report will discuss why that is so, despite the best efforts of many, many people.

It should first be noted, however, that reaching a quarter of a million kids is not even necessarily considered the baseline to be used for comparisons. The annual CFPA report School’s Out...Who Ate? uses as its baseline the average daily lunch participation for March and April before the summer—that is, the number of kids who typically ate school meals, not the number of kids eligible. So for the latest report (analyzing data for the summer of 2012), they used as a baseline 165,969 children, approximately 80,000 fewer kids than the quarter of a million cited above. The philosophical differences over which baseline is appropriate doesn’t really matter because the actual attendance in the program is so low relative to either, but it is worth noting that there is another policy issue in the gap between the numbers: almost a third of the kids eligible for free and reduced price meals do not eat them on any given day.

San Diego County had over 200 summer meal sites in 2013. Approximately half were schools with another dozen being Boys & Girls Club sites. There were other strong sites as well, such as like some military youth

---

* To increase candor, we did not record interviews. The vast majority of interviews were conducted in English, with the remainder in Spanish.

† All the numbers about San Diego should be seen as slightly imprecise (with several percentage points of error) because of ambiguous data points (e.g., questions about whether, for instance, to include a site that planned on being open only four days for the entire summer).

‡ Note that a small portion wouldn’t be eligible for the summer meals program because they were nineteen or older. As a practical matter, however, we doubt that a nineteen-year old would be ‘carded’ at a site.
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programming. Some weak sites likewise served substantial numbers of children. All of these sites provided daily meals to children that followed federal nutrition guidelines, creating important nutritional stability for the kids that were served. Furthermore, San Diego has built up an infrastructure for its summer meals programming to the extent that the challenges it has faced cannot be attributed to local operational shortcomings but rather to the nature of the federal program itself.

The question, then, is why this program, nationwide, is resistant to expansion. We respectfully submit that while the program might see some growth if more families knew about it or if its rules were refined, the program has profound structural limitations that mean that most ways people currently envision expanding the program face diminishing returns (though this varies by an area’s demographics and geography).

**Weak sites: the fundamental problem with the summer meals program**

To understand why the summer meals program is resistant to expansion requires thinking about each type of site separately. There’s no secret to strong sites: strong sites can be expanded insofar as there are the resources to fund summer sessions of school, Boys and Girls Clubs, camps and the like. That is, it’s mainly a question of funding. Increasing these sites is a serious commitment to our children and, even though the rewards of such an investment are handsome—meals served is almost a side effect—it would take considerable political will to fund them as they deserve to be.

Weak sites are a much more complicated issue. Indeed, much of the rest of report explains why their opportunities for expansion are in fact weak. Which, of course, raises the question: why devote so much time to them? The answer is simple: most efforts to improve participation rely heavily on them. The approaches taken by both private and government sources—nonprofit promotional strategies and refinements by the federal government—implicitly focus on increasing the number and desirability of weak sites in hopes of making families daily participants at them.

---

Both private and government sources—nonprofit promotional strategies and refinements by the federal government—implicitly focus on increasing the number and desirability of weak sites in hopes of making families daily participants at them.

---

Weak sites can have advantages. They require less infrastructure than strong sites, and some well-positioned weak sites have good attendance, and there are potentially more such sites. But that the weak site model is limited should be immediately apparent. Most obviously, if weak sites effectively require an adult to escort kids, then they offer little to families in which all the adults work during the day.
As our review of the literature and demonstration and pilot projects show, people point to numerous limitations of the program (limitations that in many cases really just apply to weak sites). These limitations should not be seen as distinct problems with distinct causes. Rather, they point to a fundamental problem with weak sites: they are based on the *charity model of food distribution*.

This model of reducing hunger depends on the distribution of free food. It is elaborated upon in Janet Poppendieck’s (1999) critique of the rise of food banks. She identified what she called the “seven deadly in’s” of free food distribution:

- **Inefficiency**—charities develop elaborate systems of food distribution that recreate, without price signals, the existing system of food distribution: grocery stores.
- **Insufficiency**—the food is not enough to curtail the feeling of hunger.
- **Nutritionally Inadequate**—the food is not enough to provide for the needs for the health of the body.
- **Indignity**—the pride of recipients is not always respected and they are expected to be grateful when they may have legitimate reasons to not be.
- **Instability**—the gifts do not provide a steady supply of food.
- **Inappropriateness**—the food does not necessarily match recipients’ food culture or situation in life (e.g., food that needs to be prepared only helps those with access to a kitchen).
- **Inaccessability**—it is difficult to get to the food. The food is available at limited times and places that are at a distance from where recipients live or do not fit their work schedules.

The telling question for determining whether an approach is a charity model of food assistance is: how substantially do people have to deviate from norms about eating in order to get food (in this case, to replace school meals)? By putting money on an EBT card, the SNAP program, for instance, allows for a very similar experience to any other family grocery shopping with a debit card. School meals, when done in such a way as to eliminate stigma, such as universal meals under Provision 2 or the Community Eligibility Provision, likewise provide an opportunity to eat that does not force people to follow a separate track as all the kids at a school are treated the same. In fact, Provision 2 is essentially the model followed by strong sites. Weak sites, in contrast, are open to criticisms of charity food distributions. Not all apply, to be sure—the food served, for example, must follow nutritional guidelines—but the overall critique about significant work being put into getting limited amounts of food to a limited number of families goes far to explain the low participation in the summer meals program. While individual barriers to participation, then, can be mitigated, they should not be seen as problems that can be solved in isolation but as symptoms. It is to these that we now turn.

**The structural problems with the summer meals program’s weak sites**
The federal government has numerous regulations that give shape to the summer meals program, such as the rules that specify what kinds of foods are to be served. The USDA has been working to reduce the regulations that complicate the process of being a site or sponsor, but there are some rules that cannot
easily be streamlined without fundamentally changing the program. As a result, some issues inhere in the program.

**Waste**

As even the shortest stint working in the restaurant industry quickly teaches, a challenge facing any food site that relies on an unknown number of people showing up to eat is estimating the amount of food necessary, as erring too much on either side has negative consequences. On one occasion, we saw families turned away when a site ran out of food. (We do not know whether they ever came back.) This is relatively rare. Much more frequent is for sites to have a buffer of extra meals. Any congregate meal program is—or should—have this built into its daily operation. Of all the issues with the weak sites, this is probably the least concern as it is very much a known unknown with very clear trade-offs when making decisions.

Sites can and do take steps to address this. Although entrées rarely can be saved for future meals, some meal components, like unopened milk cartons, salads in individual containers and fruit can be displayed again until taken (or until they go bad). Sites can also adjust their meal orders based on trends. For strong sites, which have fairly predictable attendance, reasonably precise estimates of how many meals are necessary is relatively straightforward, especially once staff have a sense of how popular particular meals are. For weak sites, however, attendance can be variable, doubly so at the end of summer. As a result, it’s not unusual for sites to have 20 percent more meals prepared than served, and for barbecues to have even higher rates, leading to wasted entrées.

**The eating rules**

A pair of rules causes irritation and friction between site personnel and families using weak sites (but not barbeque events or strong sites). These rules prohibit (a) adults from eating any of the food and (b) most food from being taken off-site. While it is easy to imagine what might have prompted these concerns—worries that people other than the intended recipients would benefit from the program, perhaps leading to the program metamorphosing into something else—some parents we spoke to criticized or, more often, simply ignored these rules, particularly the rules against sharing food (as we saw parents finishing what the child did not eat).

Nationwide, some weak sites allow adults accompanying children to purchase a meal or have private donors cover the costs of those meals, but in our observations (at nine sites), we unfortunately never saw either. Parents objected to the no-sharing rule for a number of reasons, but two in particular stand out: first, it ignored the role of modeling and imitation in teaching children to eat, and second, it was in fact modeling the wasting of food. No one we spoke to explicitly mentioned a criticism raised in the Share Our Strength research, namely that parents prefer to eat together as a family.*

The rule prohibiting children from taking food from a site was less widely criticized, but the opposition was more intense. One mom in particular was frustrated by what she saw as the sheer pointlessness of the rule, challenging staff to justify it and then complaining about it to us. (It was her first experience with the program. Again, we don’t know whether she ever came back.) More common was distracted grumbling about the waste of the

---

* A variation of this was suggested by an ally in another context: charity food programs that visibly make the children the conduit for food for the family undermine the authority of the parents. We had no way of measuring this.
program, especially from parents whose kids had reached the point where they wanted to go but had not finished all the food before them.

Site staff and parents seemed equally unaware of what is known as the ‘traveling apple’ rule. This allows a child to take from a site a ‘fruit or vegetable component’ of a meal (which has been expanded to include a ‘grain component’ for the summer of 2014). Trainings for staff should cover this and signage mentioning the prohibition on removing food from the site should be clarified. It should be noted, however, that the scenario we most frequently observed was a kid wanting to leave with a half-eaten entrée.

The concentrated poverty rules
As previously mentioned in reference to the Pennsylvania study, the sites have to be located in areas of concentrated poverty. Specifically, the Code of Federal Regulations describes ‘Areas in which poor economic conditions exist’ as:

(a) The attendance area of a school in which at least 50 percent of the enrolled children have been determined eligible for free or reduced-price school meals under the National School Lunch Program and the School Breakfast Program;

(b) A geographic area where, based on the most recent census data available or information provided from a department of welfare or zoning commission, at least 50 percent of the children residing in that area are eligible for free or reduced-price school meals under the National School Lunch Program and the School Breakfast Program;

(c) A geographic area where a site demonstrates, based on other approved sources, that at least 50 percent of the children enrolled at the site are eligible for free or reduced-price meals under the National School Lunch Program and the School Breakfast Program; or

(d) A closed enrolled site. *(CFR § 225.2)*

By focusing on children living in concentrated poverty, this definition of the intended program population leaves out kids living in what could be called ‘dispersed poverty’. This cannot be measured precisely without tremendous amounts of work, but the number of kids who are technically in need but fall outside the scope of the program can be estimated several ways. One is to map areas of eligibility based on census block groups. A website assisted by the Food Research Action Council enables such mapping, as is demonstrated by the map on the next page.

This map for North County, for instance, shows essentially two bands of eligibility, the first a swath running North County from Oceanside inland to Escondido and then second centered on the City of San Diego. This leaves much of North County ineligible for the program because they are too wealthy. They are not uniformly so:

* This last option allows sites focused on low-income children to be outside of their neighborhoods, like at a rural retreat.
pockets of eligibility can be found along Interstate Five around Encinitas. There are, however, no summer meal sites in them.

This simply shows area. The extent of the excluding effect of the concentrated poverty rules can also be approximated by calculating the numbers of kids eligible for free and reduced-price meals in schools where less than half of the kids are so eligible. Based on October 2012 data, in San Diego County, there were approximately 68,780 children in such schools, which is over one-fourth of the FRPM kids in the region. This should be seen as the maximum possible number of kids excluded by the concentrated poverty rules. It does not take into account several key points that reduce the number of kids so excluded. As shown with the above map, the eligibility for a site can be established by census data (and closed sites need not worry

* The figure is 27.9 percent. The April 2014 version of this report misreported this as 50,000 kids or 33.2 percent.
about their immediate area’s economic condition). The 68,780 figure based on schools’ service areas likewise cannot account for families’ transportation options. An unknown number of families might be able to get to sites further away (perhaps just across an arbitrary line). Similarly, the pervasiveness of charter and magnet schools means that where a kid attends school doesn’t necessarily indicate where they live, leading to an unknown number of kids attending schools with low FRPM-eligible rates may live in areas where there are in fact convenient summer meal sites.

These caveats aside, the 68,780 figure does give a sense of the underlying appeal of the Pennsylvania pilot project to drop the FRPM eligibility requirement from 50 percent down to 40 percent: in San Diego County, doing this would cut the number of kids attending school in ineligible areas almost in half: 46 percent of the kids currently out of the program’s ken would have the potential of being closer to sites (31,423 children to be precise). It should be noted, however, that actually reaching those kids could be even more challenging than the ones who are in areas were sites are currently allowed: the transportation issues could be larger, outreach could be tougher and stigma could be more of an issue. (Or it may be easier if they in fact represent inclusionary housing projects that concentrate the lower-income households in an area in one place.)

In short, the dispersion of poverty makes it hard for the summer meals program to reach all families. We can only estimate how many kids are effectively excluded, but it means that as structured, the program will miss a portion of low-income families. The congregate-meal setting requirement creates many additional barriers to participation.

Transportation
As discussed earlier, transportation is often identified as one of the main barriers to participation in the summer meals program, especially in rural areas. Indeed, rural children are hard to reach. Estimating from 2012 attendance, in San Diego County, approximately 14,000 kids live in rural communities that cover an area bigger than the state of Delaware and have less than half a dozen sites to serve them lunch. It should be noted, however, that transportation is a concern that should be more associated with weak sites. The prospect of a half-day or full-day of childcare makes transportation less of a trade-off, assuming that a family has any real transportation options at all. (If, say, a single parent leaves early for work before any strong sites open, then those sites might be of no help.)

The transportation issue actually looks different depending on how kids get around. Intuitively, it seems that driving is the most popular option. With congregate-meal settings, driving is only logical under certain circumstances, as the following graph comparing meal costs and gas costs helps demonstrate.

The graph on the opposite page estimates how much money a family would save by driving their kids to a summer meals site. It makes a number of assumptions: it assumes that the meal is worth to the family the federal reimbursement rate ($3.47 for rural and self-prep sites for 2013), that gasoline costs $3.75 a gallon, the family vehicle makes 25 miles to the gallon, the value of the vehicle is not diminished by
travel to summer meal sites (that is, no wear and tear on the vehicle itself, no risk of an accident) and the time of the parent driving has no value.  

This graph does not calculate all relevant variables in attempting to calculate the economic rationality of the decision whether to obtain meals from summer meal sites, but it does demonstrate several points. First, for families that drive, the appeal of the program in a strictly monetary sense is primarily determined by the number of kids in a household. In a household with only one child, it does not make sense to drive very far just to get a summer meal, which explains why so many of the parents at weak sites did not attend every day but only on days when they could engage in what transportation planners call ‘trip joining’.

With public transportation, family members must buy monthly passes for it to make sense to get food at these sites: the price of two one-way tickets—$5 or the price of a day pass on the San Diego Metropolitan Transit System—is more than the value of a meal. Taking a bus to a summer meal site without a monthly pass only works economically if the family is engaged in trip joining. If family members are already going to have monthly bus passes, then the program makes much more financial sense because transportation is essentially free save for the time expenditures (which are likely to be significant). For San Diego, an adult pass is currently $72 a month; a youth pass, $36.

The other option is walking. We had no way of developing rigorous statistics on this, but for some sites in denser neighborhoods, walking was a popular option, with many interviewees simply pointing to their homes when asked how far away they lived. Indeed, the most effective weak sites we observed were in high-density neighborhoods with a lot of full-time parents, like a pair of parks, less than half a mile away from each other, both almost entirely surrounded by housing, and serving on average 340+ and 230+ meals a day respectively. It would, however, take an
extraordinary number of sites to ensure walking access to a high proportion of the families who are intended to benefit from the program. But there is another issue with walking that is not explicitly mentioned in discussions of summer meals.

Discussions of the problems with summer meals often ignore a key change in American culture since the program was created, namely the profound loss of freedom of movement for kids since the 1970s that came to national attention when Richard Louv’s *The Last Child in the Woods* became a bestseller in 2005. Historically, children had great flexibility to roam their neighborhoods on foot or with a bike. This has been largely curtailed, with the top two reasons most frequently given are, first, the suburban development patterns that make walking unpleasant and spread everything out to the point where cars are required for most trips and, second, the rise in fear of strangers. McDonald (2011) et al. documents a drop from 47.7 percent of children K–8 walking to school in 1969 down to 12.7 percent in 2009. The implication for summer meals programs is obvious: if kids do not walk to school, they’re not going to walk to summer meal sites either. This suggests that the logistics of the summer meals program are much more burdensome for families than when the program was first conceived four decades ago.

Undergirding all these transportation issues is the issue of time. Realistically, unless a site is within a few minutes’ walk of where the children spend the day, a family can realistically expect to spend at least forty minutes per meal from the time they walk out the door until the time they return (12 minutes travel each way, 16 minutes at the site). Unless a family has more than one child, if travel time is included, this program places less value on the parent’s time than minimum wage.

**Breakfast**

Summer meals sites in theory attempt to replace breakfast and lunch. As a practical matter, however, in San Diego, which has a fairly robust system of sites, roughly only a third of sites that serve lunch also serve breakfast. Compare the following two maps, which show first all meal sites (minus about a dozen questionable data points) and then only the ones serving breakfast.

---

* This might be mainly a suburban and urban issue. Recall that the Pennsylvania Rural Area Eligibility pilot project discussed earlier said that rural kids and ‘[t]ypically... walk, ride bikes, or receive rides’ to sites. Our personal experience suggests that rural areas feel safer from risks like kidnapping but the safety of walking and biking depends a great deal on the kinds of roads in the rural areas. A rarely used road can be quite safe. A state highway with narrow shoulders is another matter entirely.

† Specifically, 69 sites (66 sites mapped) served breakfast out of a total of 207 sites (190 sites mapped excluding four sites that serve only snacks or one serving breakfast and snacks as well as a dozen non-breakfast other sites), which is exactly 33.33 percent.
Map 2  Summer meal sites, San Diego County, 2013, by meals served

Map 3  Summer breakfast sites, San Diego County, 2013 (all but one, which is missing, also served lunch)
In broad brush strokes, the breakfast sites are reasonably well distributed. If someone has access to a car, unless they live in the middle of one of the areas excluded under the concentrated poverty rules discussed in the last section, they might still get their kids to a site that is fairly close by, and in some areas, especially Escondido (North County inland), they have almost as much access for breakfast as for lunch. In area others, however, breakfast sites are much fewer, like Vista (the middle of the northern band of sites), or disappear entirely, like parts of South Bay or the rural eastern two-thirds of the county.

Weak sites, however, face another problem. For strong sites, there are no inherent problems in serving two meals to the children (though particular sites might have logistical issues and the programming of some might not start until later in the morning). Weak sites in which children are brought primarily to the site to eat a meal face a serious barrier: parents in effect would have to bring their children to a site twice a day. This is not realistic for most families, especially in the face of any transportation barriers.

**The open sites that are not open**

Another structural limitation of the summer meals program is the expectation or belief that strong sites are or should be open to the public. Many of these sites are technically open to the public but in reality are not. That is, unless formally designated as ‘closed’, strong sites are expected to double as weak sites and they do not do this well. This is especially true of schools. With so much concern about child abduction, molestation and mass shootings, American schools are very inward turned institutions, ringed in fences to create tight control over access. This is not welcoming of outsiders. One school we visited had no signage and ultimately required signing in at the principal’s office and maneuvering through much of the school to get to the cafeteria. There, a worker said that the preceding year they had a big sign outside to let the community know about the program, but so few outsiders came that they didn’t repeat it. Not just schools but many other strong sites have an even more basic problem: depending on the layout of the eating area, there might not be any real way to segregate (or blend) program participants with outside families. Not having a separate area can create confusion for staff and families alike, to say nothing of the stigma of those there just to eat essentially having to render their impoverishment visible to an audience.

California Food Policy Advocates attributes much of the decline of the summer meals program to cutbacks in summer school sessions made in response to the Great Recession and recommend restoring funding to summer sessions. We heartily agree that such funding should be restored. We are, however, circumspect

---

* This obviously is a description of the San Diego experience, but recall that the Maryland Share Our Strength study talked about sites not knowing that they had to do this or denying that they had the capacity.

† A calculation attempted for this report was comparing enrollment at Seamless Summer summer school sites in 2012 with meal counts on the assumption that any meal count above 100 percent indicated that kids not attending school received meals. We calculated that for the county, meal counts averaged 81.6 percent of enrollment, suggesting that the school sites were doing a decent job of feeding their own kids but not many non-students. This would have supported our observations, but the response by the California Department of Education to a subsequent query has led us to believe that sponsors might be conceptualizing enrollment differently, undercutting the validity of the calculation.
about how significantly schools, minus a commitment to reconceptualize the school year, can feed low-income children over summer because kids may not have positive images of summer school.

It is important to recognize that summer session for school tends to serve two distinct subpopulations of students, and with properly designed programs, serves them well. The smaller population could be called ‘the ambitious’. They are trying to improve their college prospects by fulfilling requirements over the summer to free themselves up for more challenging classes during the school year. The opportunities for students wanting to do this, however, have declined in recent years as local school districts have triaged their summer sessions to those most in need. These are generally considered to be the ones who struggle to conform to the expectations of school districts—what are frequently called ‘special needs’ or ‘special education’ students. These students are at risk of being held back because of low grades or because of their lack of conformity with expectations of behavior. (At one summer school site we asked to visit, we were told to wait several weeks: the site combined students from three different schools and the administrator we spoke with was concerned about conflicts between different factions of students.) The association of summer school with stigmatized groups does not make summer school an appealing lunch destination for the larger population of kids. This needs to be changed.

While they always face competing needs, school districts have begun to reinvest in summer sessions and should do as much as their resources allow—with an eye toward burnishing its image as well. As districts do this, they should actively involve families as much as possible, not only because such involvement improves academic outcomes for children but also as a way to combat the reputation of the current summer school.

**Other barriers to participation at weak sites**

In our interviews, parents raised a number of other concerns. They are not built into the nature of sites. Rather, they are risks built into having a decentralized program that requires the creation and maintenance of sites across every region of the country (just as the sheer number of staff involved means that statistically there will be places struggling with high turnover).

Daily and occasional participants perceived and responded to these potential barriers differently. The daily participants expressed few criticisms. Occasional participants were more likely to criticize the program. This difference came out in a number of ways. For instance, by participating in the program, both parents and children essentially lost control over the conditions under which they ate. They did not control what or when they ate and parents were essentially relegated to the position of being a spectator of their children’s meal. Daily participants took this more fatalistically. Occasional participants pointed to this as a problem.

* We attempted to call all the school districts using the summer meals program over the summer of 2013. In many cases, we had trouble tracking down anyone to talk to over the summer and getting enrollment data from the ones that we spoke to. All the districts that we did speak to, however, said that their summer sessions were limited to special needs/special education students. San Diego Unified, for instance, had in its summer sessions 755 students in the first and third grades, 259 students in eighth grade and 4,259 high school students, or 8.14 percent of its FRPM students.
In interviews, some parents raised issues about the food, with criticisms being more intense the closer the parents were to the middle class. A small number of our unrepresentative sample described the food as healthy or as better than what they had at home (as they could not afford vegetables). Lower middle-class parents, however, were more likely to say that the food offered was unhealthy or greasy, with a subset of full-time moms saying things like they would not serve such food (e.g., pizza, hamburgers) at home or that they wished that the milk be replaced by apple juice. These mothers were more likely to see that bringing their child to a site and having them eat food that they perceived as less healthy was something that they had to rationalize to us.

We wish we explored this further, as parents seem to have been conflating two issues, namely, on one hand, the fresh-from-the-oven appeal of something they prepared themselves versus the realities of catered food and, on the other hand, the nutritional value of the food. That is, because many sites relied on an off-site food preparation, the food was seen as having lower nutritional value. Something most parents had no way of knowing, however, is that the meals served through the federal program have to follow federal nutrition guidelines, so a summer meal hamburger is not strictly comparable to the seeming equivalent at a fast food joint.

A rare item, however, was thought of as ‘too healthy’. (Most of this criticism was directed at the little salads San Diego Unified offered, which were repeatedly criticized for being not what kids liked.) Portion sizes received little comment, though that’s probably because the kids were relatively uniform in age (less than ten years old). That the kids were picky was sometimes mentioned with frustration. Concerns about the food being culturally inappropriate were relatively rare, perhaps out of an expectation that the food served be ‘typical American’ food since the sites were open to the public. (One of the few criticisms of the food being alien: an Asian immigrant mom once asked us whether Americans ate their fruit cold and thought it strange that the site she visited always pulled fruit out of the refrigerator and immediately served it.)

The timing of meals did not receive much attention, though some families conceptualized lunches in ways that probably would surprise policymakers. A small subset of parents interpreted the meals as a ‘hold me over’ or a snack. As our notes described one mother, she ‘sees breakfast and dinner as the core meals (when her husband is home). Doesn’t really care what her daughter eats for lunch as long as she stays calm afterward. One less meal to cook.’ One grandparent said that the noon-hour timing of the meal (and

---

* A major exception to off-site cooking was the barbecues, where parents could often also take home packages of fresh fruits and vegetables (donated by food banks).

† One site we visited in 2012 had a fully operational cafeteria and the most visibly appealing food. Ironically, its food also received some of the most intense criticism for its nutritional value as the families were some of the most middle class we talked to.

‡ The 2010 Child Nutrition Act revamped the meal pattern guidelines for the first time in a generation, putting pressure on schools to up the nutritional value of their meals. In part in response to changes in the law but also just in response to greater awareness, school districts now are working to make their meals healthier (without necessarily applying the label ‘healthy’, which can stigmatize food as bland tasting). They are also working to make healthier items, like salads, more appealing by increasing the quality of ingredients (e.g., farm to school), building school gardens and expanding nutritional education.
the portions, which were small for her older children) made the program a perfectly timed snack to keep
the kids from getting too hungry before their two o’clock lunch.

Since most of our interviews were with families using weak sites, by default they were the people who
could in fact attend at times the meals were offered. It is important to recognize that summer meal sites
in San Diego operate with narrow windows, usually an hour. With young children especially (doubly so if
walking is involved), this can prove to be a difficult target to hit on a regular basis and simply might not fit
into family routines very well, if, say, the family eats a late breakfast and the only nearby site has lunch
from eleven to noon.

Sites dealt with timing issues differently. At one extreme, a site wanted everyone out of the room at the
end of the hour and cut off food service about ten minutes before the end. In the middle were sites that
were loose about closing time, basically waiting until there was a lull before closing shop. (Most meals
tend to get served at the beginning of the hour). At the other extreme was—we were told about such but
did not personally witness it—at least one site that essentially remained passively open until the meals
were gone. This last approach has its obvious appeal, but logistical and staffing issues might not make it
feasible everywhere and it can create confusion if people are some days able to get a meal late but not
others.

What all of this means for parents and policymakers
The summer meals program is quite demanding on sites and sponsors. Both devote considerable
resources, especially labor (both paid and volunteer). A 2011 survey of local sponsors by the San Diego
Hunger Coalition found that almost two-thirds of the respondents (9 out of 14 answering) said that the
reimbursement from the federal government did not cover their costs.32 Dollar amounts, however, do not
give a sense of how much of themselves staff give.*

The current model, which relies heavily on weak sites to expand, also demands too much of policymakers,
public and private. They have created a range of pilot and demonstration projects, streamlined rules where
they could, funded research—all in hopes of reducing barriers to participation. Their evidence comes back
to them that the problems in each state are different and that any of a number of solutions creates a bump
that improves participation without fundamentally closing the summer meal gap. We submit that the
individual problems they’ve found in different parts of the country are surface-level phenomena: when
trying to explain the summer meals program, people in each region point to the most obvious difficulties
before them and see those as the major causes, but even if those were cured, the low participation is not
altered appreciably.

The underlying problem is that the weak site model of summer meals expects families to deviate in
inconvenient and impractical ways from norms of consumption of food. The strength of the regular school
meal program is that it provides one or two meals to children every day while they’re at school. It’s logical.
It’s convenient. In contrast, weak sites of the summer meals program demand much more of families. They
must:

* Staff at weak sites are also less likely to be tasked solely with the role of feeding kids.
• Have ready access to a nearby site (or if not, transportation).
• Have an adult available to escort the children to a site who is willing to watch someone else eat a meal without eating themselves.
• At a time of someone else’s choosing.
• Up to twice a day.
• Without anyone being too sick to leave the house or being contagious.
• Without the weather being unbearably hot or stormy.*
• Without any concerns about food allergies or sensitivities.
• Without any concern either whether the children like the food or are picky eaters (but assuming that they want to go).
• For every summer weekday that school is not in session.
• For potentially twelve years.

This demands too much of parents. To express this in terms of song lyrics, if the ideal community is one in which ‘Nobody crowds you and nobody goes it alone’, then the weak site model crowds families too much to accomplish its aims.33

Trying to address all the individual barriers families might face in bringing their kids to summer meal sites creates a more and more convoluted program as each barrier is knocked away. Transportation can be provided, activities could be added, people who could be hired to watch over the kids while they’re at a site, hours could be added, food choices could be expanded, etc. The more baroque the program becomes, the more it resembles a faux-school. At some point, it’ll become simpler and more effective to either (a) make school year round or (b) help the kids eat at home.

**Help them eat at home**

It’s well known that the summer meals program reaches only a fraction of the kids it is intended to serve. The program basically works for the children who come into contact with it, particularly at strong sites, but it has resisted expansion, suggesting that the current model only works for so many families, even with the modifications in its demonstrations and pilot projects. But the USDA has been trying one other approach that shows an efficient way to reach many, many more kids. It is radically different from the other demonstrations, or indeed, from what many people would consider to be the summer meals program itself. To wit, in 2011 and 2012, at about a dozen sites in nine states and two Indian nations, families were given electronic benefit transfer (EBT) cards with money to pay for the meals that they would otherwise have gotten for free or for a reduced price during the school year. Kids did not have to go to a particular site day after day. Their families could prepare meals for them at home.

* This is much less of a concern in San Diego compared to the rest of the country because our weather is so mild. It makes much more of a challenge at outdoor sites elsewhere or where bad weather can discourage walking. The USDA has been exploring the impact of waiving the congregate requirement on days of excessive heat through a demonstration project.
This addresses virtually every concerned raised in this report about the current configuration of the program and its potential for expansion. It eliminates so much that acts as drags on the expansion of the program: the need to blanket communities with sites but then only being able to reach areas of concentrated poverty, the massive efforts necessary to inform parents about the purpose and location of sites, the challenges of families getting to them (particularly in rural areas) and at the right time, the awkwardness of parents watching their children eat without eating themselves, etc. In short, while it does not solve every problem faced by low-income families over the summer, instead of forcing those families outside of mainstream norms of eating, SEBTC empowers parents to provide for their children. Furthermore, because the program does not need a fine-grained presence on the ground across communities, once established, it should not cost more per child than the current approach, perhaps even less, as the SEBTC per day gave a family half as much as the combined breakfast and lunch reimbursement given to a summer meals site.

---

**The Summer EBT for Children option addresses virtually every concern raised in this report about the program and, once established, should not cost more per child than the current approach.**

The designers of the program deliberately implemented the program differently across sites to give themselves variation to study. The first of two main variations is whether sites required active or passive consent. This led to considerable difference in participation. The sites that required explicit permission to include them in the study had participation rates of 23 to 57 percent. Participation rates at the sites that gave the card to a family unless they said they didn’t want one were over 90 percent. The second major variation was whether benefits would follow a WIC or SNAP model and whether the sites required active or passive consent. Further, these sites were chosen to create a range of different demographic and geographic conditions and were not a sample representative of the nation as a whole. For these reasons, there were significant differences in outcomes.

Overall, however, across sites, including sites that had low participation because of how the EBT cards were distributed, the prevalence of ‘very low food security’—a scandalous level of food insecurity that is much

---

* The USDA report does not spell out how much money kids got per weekday but says it was ‘an approximately $60 value per month’, which would be about $2.60 per weekday (executive summary, p. 1). The combined 2013 summer meals reimbursement at a non-rural site in the continental United States for breakfast ($1.9425) and lunch ($3.4125) was $5.55. The reimbursement for a snack was $0.80. The 2013 rates can be found at: [https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2013/02/04/2013-02231/summer-food-service-program-2013-reimbursement-rates#t-1](https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2013/02/04/2013-02231/summer-food-service-program-2013-reimbursement-rates#t-1)

† SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program) allows people to buy any food (but not alcohol or tobacco). WIC (the supplemental nutrition program for Women, Infants and Children) gives mothers and pregnant women a card or coupon for purchasing select foods considered to be of high nutritional value. SNAP is sometimes criticized for allowing people to purchase unhealthy foods. The limitations on what can and cannot be purchased with WIC can be a headache and lead to checkout line embarrassment if the wrong item or wrong quantity is purchased. The study actually had two models of SNAP, one that put it directly on the family’s card and another that gave them a separate one.
worse than ‘low food security’—dropped from 9.5 percent among those in the control group who do not receive the benefits to 6.4 percent for those who did, a finding statistically significant at the \( p < 0.0001 \) level, meaning that the odds that the conclusions were the result of chance were practically nil. Further, those who received the summer EBT (SEBT) ate modestly more servings per day of fruits, vegetables and whole grains and drank fewer servings of sugar-sweetened beverages, with the WIC sites showing slightly better results, save for whole grains, where the difference was much larger: SNAP sites saw an increase of 0.2 servings per day and WIC sites showing 0.89 servings per day.\(^{34}\) (This came at the cost of lower participation.*)

All of this—the reduced rates of very low food security, the healthier consumption patterns and the higher participation—all strongly point to the Summer EBT for Children (SEBTC) program as a potential game-changer for the experience of summer for American kids. It deserves our strongest support.

Making this program a reality for kids from San Diego to Alaska to Maine to Florida will not be easy. Anti-hunger advocates—be they in Congress, religious organizations or nonprofits—should press for this strategically. How precisely this should be done will require many candid discussions and is beyond the scope of this report, but we must build upon the momentum from the federal EBT demonstrations. There is at present no other viable long-term solution being seriously considered for reaching these kids.

In the meantime...

A summer EBT program is not something that will appear overnight. While we wait for political progress—while we tread water watching for the opportunity to break for shore—a number of things can be done to improve the existing program. We should recognize that none of these is a magic bullet and that with each, we have to ask ourselves whether the results will justify the effort expended.

First, we should strengthen strong sites, especially schools. As California Food Policy Advocates has argued for several years, we need to rebuild summer school, a rebuilding, we should add, that includes increasing its appeal to kids. Such an expansion of school is likely the most efficient way to reach as many kids as possible. Given improving budget pictures for schools in many states, including, in California, the new local Control Funding Formula, there may be opportunities to expand summer enrichment programs.\(^{35}\) It should be recognized, however, that school boards have to make difficult decisions balancing a variety of needs, of which summer is only one.

Likewise, anything else that could be done to strengthen non-school strong sites or to support the creation of new ones should be encouraged. In the research for this report, we have not explored what it would take to support non-school strong sites, but it deserves further study. Creating new strong sites—that is, the creation of programming with a purpose, to which food is attached—is likely to be more successful than trying to add programming to a food site. If this is done, however, it must be done with recognition

* Broadly speaking: ‘The three SNAP or SNAP-hybrid sites had the highest mean redemption rates among participating households (93% to 98%). The two WIC-model States had substantially lower mean redemption rates (71% in Michigan and 85% in Texas).’ (ibid., p. 13)
that only a fraction of the resources devoted to these strong sites will in fact be going toward stabilizing children’s diets over the summer.

If members of local task forces believe this is where they should concentrate their energies, they should explore the possibilities of creating—and then subsuming their work into—broader summer opportunities task forces that focus on expanding programming for low-income children when school is out. This would likely be a matter primarily of finding funding for programs to create more slots for children or to lower the cost for parents. If a task force wishes to consider this, it should explore the following questions:

- Do low-income parents feel the need for more programming?
- What are the funding sources and organizations that we could partner with?
- What are the policy opportunities for increasing funding or developing new programming?

Additional programming opportunities for kids would likely especially help working parents. It would be less helpful for those working class mothers for whom it is a point of pride and a great source of meaning in their lives to be full-time parents. Although it would not have anywhere near the impact of summer EBT, these moms would potentially be helped by strengthening weak sites or creating new ones. This is most likely low-hanging fruit in high density, walkable neighborhoods with a high portion of stay-at-home parents.

As experience across the nation suggest, improving participation at weak sites will not be easy. In addition to all the barriers families face in trying to fit visits to these sites into their lives, the program faces a challenge: we live in an age of information overload, which requires tuning out many of the efforts to grab attention. It’s easy to make the decision to ignore messages about the summer meals program: the logic of the program is likely to strike someone unfamiliar with it as odd—most people haven’t encountered a program like it before—and the unusual qualities make it easy to dismiss as something that takes more mental energy to figure out than it’s worth. The charity model likewise might set people on guard because, after all, there’s no such thing as a free lunch. (There must be a catch.) Attempts to encourage families must begin with recognition that simply getting their attention is in itself going to be a feat given that many of them don’t want to be engaged by strangers and think of such efforts as just more advertising that they have to decipher.

The San Diego County Summer Meals Task Force has, for the last two years, taken a two-step promotional approach, namely to alert families to the existence of free meals and then trying to steer parents to the 2–1–1 San Diego website so they could find nearby sites. For 2013, the 2–1–1 San Diego website had 504 unique visitors, which, if we assume that each visitor represents a family successfully connected to a site on a daily basis and that the number of meals served for the year was similar to 2012 (2013 data is not yet available), then this represents roughly one percent of the kids who eat meals at the site, which creates a

* The best indoor sites tended to be of newer construction, but overall, the most appealing weak sites were parks with shade. These had a picnic quality to them. San Diego is one of the few places in the country where pleasant weather is all but guaranteed virtually every day of the summer and we should take advantage of it.
trajectory of growth likely to be less than the replacement rate for children who grow up and no longer are within the ken of the program.*

This is consistent with the Share Our Strength Colorado report, as are our suggestions: use less mass media techniques and instead personalize the program.† We could work harder on getting trusted sources to tell parents about it. In addition to community specific leaders that will vary from community to community—perhaps a community organizer in one neighborhood, a charismatic minister in another—probably the most widely trusted sources of information are schools and the parents of classmates and friends. Schools blast information about summer meals out to their student populations in a variety of ways, like robocalls, notes home to parents and the like. More could be done to ‘hand sell’ the program to individual kids and parents—for instance, mention to students in nutrition classes, to parents at parent-teacher conferences or other times when teachers or staff interact with parents—and certainly much more could be done to encourage parents to talk to other parents. San Diego Unified uses an advertising model of outreach. It is beyond the scope of this report to describe, but their approach could be extended. There is an entire field of research devoted to consumer psychology. One of the things studied is the conditions under which word of mouth communication about products takes off. Such research could inform deliberate efforts to encourage parents to talk about the program.

Likewise, to make the message of summer meals better register with parents and kids, more could be done to make summer meals be seen as an extension of what they’re already familiar with, namely school meals. That is, summer meals could be more strongly pitched as ‘getting during the summer the meals you’d normally get at school’, something that could be especially compelling coming from the schools themselves. This is not necessarily a message that will appeal to everyone, but this is a message that could potentially resonate with kids who already get free or reduced price meals at school. It’s potentially something that they’re less likely to dismiss as part of the great white noise of our overstimulating modern life. Further, stressing summer meals as part of the school cycle could be folded into messaging about being prepared, physically and mentally, to return to school in the fall ready to continue learning, which is already a goal for many school districts.

Expanding weak sites will, of course, only work insofar as summer meals are a positive experience for families. That takes money. Assuming adequately trained staff, meal quality—both in terms of taste and presentation—is largely a function of the money spent. Likewise, the physical condition of sites depends on maintenance and the timely replacement of exhausted materials. In many communities, there has been a long term trend toward underfunding public resources. Realistically, it is unlikely that significant moneys can be found just for summer meals when so many other community needs remain unmet. Coalitions must be built to address the issue of underfunding on a wider scale.

---

* The argument could be made, however, that the participation of 2–1–1 San Diego, Radio Latina, public comments by elected officials and all the other forms of outreach of the promotional strategy help legitimate the program in the eyes of families even if the actual number of people who can be pinpointed as being influenced by them seems to be low.

† In a USDA webinar entitled ‘Keeping Schools Involved With Summer Meals’ (April 3, 2014), the director of the McAllen Independent School District’s food service program reported success using t-shirts and yard signs to generate interest, as well as coordinating activities at school, like athletic practices, to work well with meals. The recording can be found at: http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLBccton6gOdrMM0688gMhlBuk-XI2AhFq.
We have before us great tasks. On one hand, federal law needs to be reformed, no mean feat in the best of times, which the present surely is not. We need to connect our work to the work of others who strive to provide for children’s other needs during the summer. We must work together to expand opportunities for kids to attend summer programming and to strengthen weak sites. None of this will be easy. But we must all apply our talents as we have them to ensure that summer for children is not an expanse of boredom interrupted by, at best, the mechanical eating of junk food—but instead be a pleasurable experience that turns into fond memories.

FINIS

Notes


2 The figure is from page two of the CFPA report. The Food Research and Action Center (FRAC) releases annual reports on summer meals. The latest can be found at: http://frac.org/pdf/2013_summer_nutrition_report.pdf. See p. 15.


4 See: http://www.fns.usda.gov/pd/SFSP_excel-data.xls. The fiscal year 2013 data is subject to revision.


The Arkansas report can be found at: http://bestpractices.nokidhungry.org/download/file/fid/586.


Page i. The report can be found at: http://bestpractices.nokidhungry.org/sites/default/files/resources/Maryland%20Summer%20Meals%20Evaluation.pdf

Page 14.


USDA reports can be confusing to keep track of and the URLs sometimes change. The best to find them is to use the main portal instead of individual links, which are nonetheless given. The portal can be found at: http://www.fns.usda.gov/report-finder.


The data file can be found at: http://www.cde.ca.gov/ds/sd/sd/documents/frpm1213.xls.


This rule changed in 2012. The exact language is at: http://www.cde.ca.gov/ls/nu/sf/mbusdasfsp032012.asp.
25 This map was generated using a tool developed by the Food Research Action Council: http://www.fairdata2000.com/SummerFood/.

26 The school districts counted include: Alpine Union Elementary, Bonsall Union Elementary, Borrego Springs Unified, Dehesa Elementary, Fallbrook Union Elementary, Fallbrook Union High, Jamul-Dulzura Union Elementary, Julian Union Elementary, Julian Union High, Lakeside Union Elementary, Mountain Empire Unified, Ramona City Unified, San Pasqual Union Elementary, Vallecitos Elementary (excluding online), Valley Center-Pauma Unified and Warner Unified.

27 $3.75 was the West Coast average recorded for July 1, 2013 by the US Energy Information Administration. http://www.eia.gov/petroleum/gasdiesel/ The US Department of Energy’s median highway fuel efficiency for 2006 was 25 mpg (see http://www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/download.shtml). Using 25 mpg might be optimistic because families in need of the program drive older cars and have below-average access to hybrids.


31 Ibid.


33 Bruce Springsteen’s ‘The Long Walk Home’ from the 2007 album Magic.


35 See figure 3 of Leachman, Michael and Chris Mai. 2013. ‘Most states funding schools less than before the Great Recession’, September 12. http://www.cbpp.org/cms/?fa=view&id=4011. Approximately a third of the states have cut their per-student funding from fiscal years 2013 to 2014 or let inflation eat into them.
**The San Diego Hunger Coalition** is a nonprofit organization that works on state and federal legislation and participates in numerous local coalitions aimed at developing effective solutions to hunger, including lifting people out of poverty, improving access to SNAP/CalFresh, improving school meal programs and developing a sustainable food system that can provide nutritious food to everyone. Our vision is of a day when no San Diegan goes hungry; it is our mission to see the most fundamental need of food fulfilled. By educating and advocating about this issue on the local, state and national level, we can help defeat unnecessary suffering.
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